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The issue is known and caused by an incompatibility of the older
Operating Software by BOSCH with the Operating Software by BOSCH
on the 2014 update. The issue will be solved with the 2015 update. This
will be launched approximately end of December / beginning of January
2015 and will be available via FORD dealers. As long as your purchased
2014 update is from a trusted source (dealer) you may contact your
dealer and the dealer should send us an email and we will take care for
a solution in a quick way. But, unfortunately, there is no chance to do
this before beginning of 2015. I hope this clarifies the issue a
bit!Cheers, Mikko. Hi guys. I have recently purchased a 2005 model
Ford E-450 with 4x4 in the fleet of my work company. We have always
used Navman, but no more with new employer. The reason is that I
have spent some time trying to get the vehicle to read the automaica
map found inside the Ford brochure and stuck with Navman. The job I
am at is living in Kent, UK and we have a lot of tourists visiting here. I
am looking at Navman Europe as well as Europe only, however, I have
an issue with getting it up and running. It is a much different way of
using Navman than that on the Navman website. It basically gets stuck
at the "Login to service" section. I have tried all the info on the Navman
site and it gets stuck here every time. I know this is a bit vague, so if
anyone could help me I would be very grateful. My PN is V4702546 This
is a firmware update for the blaupunkt travelpilot nx Europa system.
This is the new 2013 software update which fixes the above mentioned
problem which is that the electronics will not read the 2014 TomTom
disc as the navigation data has changed.
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